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Abstract
We use a physics, math and economics approach to derive a metric for social capital that can be used as
a standard way to measure one unit of social capital. Exponential patterns are identified from big picture
structure and then distilled into single units of social capital. We show that the current social capital
measurement guidelines can be improved and suggest an alternate method. The complex phenomenon of
social capital will be of much less use to use if we are unable to measure it. At some point in the future, social
capital may turn out to refer to a key aspect of social physics that underpin both wider societal dynamics
and person to person interaction.
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Introduction

Who doesn’t enjoy a good story? Human beings are natural storytellers and story-lovers. Our lives are constituted by stories overlapping stories, insofar as they consist of many layers, plots, meanings, and peoples. Our
individual stories include the history that precedes us and extend around us in the present to include the many
interrelated stories of others around us, and beyond us in the future as the story of humanity continues to unfold.
This is just one way of suggesting that we are relational beings: we are in constant relation to one another, as
we are never the only actor in our own story. Stories are a record of our decisions made, of our judgments and
actions taken, individually and together. Stories are, in short, the speaking or speeches about our deeds. And
the story of relationships, or the relational account of human life, is what social scientists often refer to today
as “social capital.” The “social” indicates the relational component, and the “capital” highlights the deep value
of this phenomenon. The greater degree and quality of social capital a community has, the more likely it is to
consist of happy, healthy, and flourishing people. One might go so far as to suggest that the happiest people are
those with the strongest relationships: life is fully lived in and through relationships, something research has
shown to be true. As Professor Robert Waldinger, director of the Harvard Study of Adult Development, one of
the world’s longest studies on health and happiness, suggests: “our relationships and how happy we are in our
relationships has a powerful influence on our health... Taking care of your body is important, but tending to
your relationships is a form of self-care too. That, I think, is the revelation [of the study].” A similar insight
applies to the world of business.
This may seem an obvious point, but one not regularly grasped in its fullness. It is, one might say, a story known,
but not properly told. Harnessing the possibilities of social capital for a community’s success necessitates telling
the story properly, or unraveling elements of its plot not otherwise brought to light. After all, the least interesting
part of any successful communities’ story is a numerical account of its bottom line or dollar value. The story
that everyone most enjoys hearing has to do with the human successes: the story of social capital operating at
its best. And it is a story that is becoming all the more relevant.
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Economics

An obvious economic result of this is that communities who have more social capital, more stories, have more trust
between its members, and therefore perform better economically. Social capital, as a concept, is a relatively new
term defined as the value derived from the total of one’s social networks and community activity. Social capital,
then, includes personal and professional relationships (in physical or virtual form), social networks and support,
civic engagement and belonging or membership to specific groups (from fraternities and societies to boards and
neighbourhood watch groups). Social capital also includes the benefits generated through these connections and
actions. In the early days of social capital research, the concept was applied exclusively to the social potential
of an individual (in characteristics such as charm, sociability, affability and usefulness to neighbours). More
recently, the influential sociologist Robert Putman has reframed social capital into an attribute of collectives.
He focuses on social norms and trust relationships as producers of social capital. For Putnam, social capital
benefits the individuals who possess it as well as the wider community of which they form a part. Social capital
is germane to our present considerations, because of its positive contribution to a range of societal factors that
sociologists measure, such as personal well-being and crime rates. Increased social capital leads to benefits on
many levels: individual, community, regional, national and global. Social capital has been recognized as a driver
of economic growth because an increase in social capital results in greater economic efficiency.
Ever since Stanley Milgram’s pioneering work on small-world theory (Milgram 1960), the idea that our stories are
all inter-connected has been gaining in popularity, especially in the idea that no two people are separated by more
than six degrees of separation (Guare 1990, Karinthy 1929). This meme was considered folklore until recently
when it was validated by scientists, including Facebook social network researchers who calculated an average
of 3.57 degrees of separation on their network of 1.59 billion members (Bhagat et al. 2016). The emergence of
social networks, the internet and mobile technology are game changers that have turned six degrees of separation
from a writer’s idea into verifiable reality The degrees of separation continues to shrink as Facebook, Google and
Microsoft experiment with satellite systems, hot air balloons and white space TV channels in a race to connect
the billions of Africans without reliable internet service. But paradoxically, while the degree of separation
continues to shrink, the amount of social isolation increases in inverse proportion, continuing a trend that first
began with the Industrial Revolution and the rise of mega-cities.
Less than six degrees of separation may separate us, and while our personal social networks may now be
comparatively larger than before, our relationships may have lost their intimacy. In Bowling Alone (Putnam
2000) Putnam argues that we are suffering a serious decline of social capital in the United States, which has
profound impact on the wellbeing of US society at every scale.
In the social sciences, subtleties of trust relationships remain the subject of ongoing research. In sociology and
psychology, the degree to which one party trusts another is understood as a measure of belief in the honesty,
fairness or benevolence of the other party. Trust and confidence are two closely related terms in sociology,
however, confidence is perhaps a more appropriate term than trust, to indicate levels of belief in the competence
of another party. A failure in trust can be forgiven more easily if it is seen as a failure in competence, not as a
failure of honesty. Dishonesty destroys trust and produces suspicion. It was Warren Buffet who said, “it takes
twenty years to build a reputation and five minutes to ruin it” The level of trust an individual is ready to commit
depends upon their past experience as well as their projected expectations.
Trust also functions as an economic lubricant. Trusting relationships reduce overhead costs and efforts that
would otherwise be necessary to support and monitor untrusted persons. Hence, trust allows transactions to
flow more freely, thereby reducing the cost of transactions between parties. Trust, then, frees up efforts and so
enables new forms of cooperation and generally furthers business activities, employment and prosperity. Trust
is an essential component of social capital and this has inspired research into the processes of trust creation
and distribution. In a society of trusting individuals, economic activity will be a greater and economic welfare
higher than in a society in which trustworthiness is lacking (Tisdell 2008). Effective social norms, developed
by a robust civil society, serve to regulate behaviour, lessening requirements of law enforcement and judicial
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punishment. The extent to which social capital is embedded in social structures determines the extent to which
it can contribute to the public good (Narayan 1998). Conversely, when only powerful and tightly knit groups
possess and exploit social capital, society suffers. Such groups harm society by prioritizing individual gains over
the common good. Abuses of power of this kind come from individuals who do not feel accountable to the
population as a whole; their actions accelerate social inequality and instability. Elitism and the centralization of
power result in corruption in government, nepotism and cronyism (Evans 1998, Mauro 1995, The World Bank
1997).

“Social Capital has been recognized as a driver of economic growth, resulting in greater economic efficiency”
(Putnam 2000, 1993, Fukuyama 1995). At a macro-level, it is likely that higher levels of trust and cooperative
norms reduce transaction costs, thereby driving productivity Putnam (2000, 1993). At an individual level, people
with wider social networks are more likely to find employment (Aguilera 2002), to progress in their career (Lin
2001) and to earn high wages (Erikson & Goldthorpe 1987).

The importance of social capital was recently acknowledged by the Bank of England governor Mark Carney, who
stated that “prosperity requires not just investment in economic capital, but investment in social capital” (Carney
2015). World Bank efforts to estimate the “true wealth of nations” suggest that intangible capital, made up
mainly of human and social capital, represents around 60–80 per cent of true wealth in most developing countries
(G-M et al. 2011). However, social capital stocks are not presented as monetary values in standard accounting.
Although some researchers have tried to estimate the value of social capital assets as a proportion of total
wealth (Hamilton & Liu 2013), social capital differs from natural and human capital as it is a broad concept,
based largely on interpersonal relationships. That makes it very challenging to measure. In fact, without a
comprehensive view of the underlying mathematics, previous attempts to quantify social capital have failed.

To accurately measure social capital, one has to understand that it is an aggregate concept addressing not only
interactions with a group but also individual behavior, attitude and predisposition. Of course, the problem of
measuring or even estimating the presence of these and trust in a social network is a challenging one. Specifically,
trust, as an aspect of social capital, remains both undefined and poorly understood. If psychological attributes
such as trust cannot be quantified, then the field of social science cannot benefit from the power of mathematical
analysis that has proven so valuable in so many other fields of science. However, we do think it can be quantified.
First, we can quantify it through current definitions. The Online Psychology Dictionary defines trust as the
confidence a person or group of people has in relying on another person or group. However, since trust is based
in assumptions about personal character and competence, trust always contains an associated degree of risk.
The trustor’s expectations can only be validated or dashed by experiencing or witnessing the results of the
trustee’s completed action. This is an important aspect of the trust relationship but adds to the challenge of
quantifying it. High levels of trust and reliability (i.e., confidence in a person’s abilities) are beneficial because
it reduces emotional stress and saves time for the trustor. That is why modern democracies rely on the value
of many intangible qualities, such as trust. Variables such as innovation, relationships, and trust are of intrinsic
value to groups yet seem to resist quantification and thereby escape the directed attention of leadership. Unless
qualitative values can be quantified, they are likely to be neglected factors in decision making. This omission
relegates the essential value of qualitative elements to a latent value, and are often ignored. Developing an
accurate measurement of social capital would unlock this vast potential, enabling qualitative data to contribute
enormously to all aspects of society. In fact, with a measurable system, the future health of democratic systems
would improve, through correctly identifying and valuating intangible assets. This is partly because trust
translates to more income earning potential. Research studies have shown that indeed, as degrees of trust
increase so does GDP.
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Figure 1: Trust vs GDP
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Deriving of a Metric for Social Capital

From this perspective, it’s easy to see why higher social capital leads to greater economic performance, and why
a metric for social capital has been long sought after. A metric that we aim to provide. The full story of social
capital, as a critical aspect of the social sciences, ought to inform our solutions to significant governance and
policy needs. Furthermore, community leaders of all stripes must attend to the relationship between confidence
and participation. Many studies of voter turnout and democratic participation find a positive correlation between
beliefs about the responsiveness of political authorities, or external efficacy, and civic engagement (Rosenstone
& Hansen 1993, Brady et al. 1995). This is important, because social networks of civic engagement are at the
very core of social capital (Putnam 1993) and so strong networks enable strong communities: those that can
solve collective action problems through cooperation and coordination. Again, with a strong, evidence supported
metric, these problems can be attacked much more effectively.
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To tackle these problems, improving democracy requires enhanced trust with other citizens, politicians, those
who are known and those who are unknown to us. Furthermore, assurance facilitates cooperation, whenever
one feels relatively confident about the incentives and abilities of other actors. Trust then spreads through a
community, by reinforcing norms of reciprocity and self-interested cooperation (Putnam 1993). These norms then
become a part of the community’s social capital, allowing individuals to make inferences about the intentions of
others, even when direct or absolute knowledge about them is unavailable. It is an incredibly useful awareness.
In fact, this general atmosphere of trust creates a positive feedback effect. When we put trust in others, social
capital increases. Increased social capital ultimately heightens the quality and quantity of economic transactions.
In uncertain economic climates, an increase in public trust could have wide scale impact and inspire not only
increased confidence in democratic arrangements but also inspire positive structural reforms of the same. The
strongest antidote to emotional distress (caused by periods of economic turbulence or political uncertainty) is the
support of longstanding trust relationships. There is a positive and reciprocal correlation (a “virtuous circle”)
between civic engagement and social trust (Brehm & Rahn 1997).
Specifically, their study finds that civic engagement is more likely to increase trust than vice-versa. Brehm
& Rahn (1997) also find that the correlation between engagement and trust is a precarious one degrading
either engagement or trust creates a “vicious circle” more easily than increased engagement or trust leads to
a “virtuous circle.” Political and business leaders should find these results troubling because confidence is the
currency in which they trade. The independent effect of interpersonal trust on confidence suggests that even
improved performance of government may not be sufficient to obtain substantial levels of confidence from the
public. Confidence in institutions, indicated by high levels of civic engagement, has been shown to bear a strong
connection with interpersonal trust in fellow citizens (Brehm & Rahn 1997). In summary, social capital lies at
the very heart of our political and social institutions, and it must be integrated into policy and decision-making
at all levels of society. Yet, without a clear accepted measure of social capital and trust, we are not going to
be able to reliably include these measures in our plans. And with the tool we are developing, we believe that
effectiveness of institutions will be much more measurable and modifiable.
The question of measurement in the social sciences forms an important consideration for any inquiry which
attempts to quantify social capital. In fact, the subject of measurement in psychology and the social sciences
has been surrounded by a great deal of controversy. Today, measurement in the social science is notably
different from ideas of measurement in other science disciplines (Michell 1997). Psychologist Joel Michell writes
that “even though quantitative psychologists (by whom I mean those who either theorize about or attempt to
measure psychological quantities) hypothesize that their attributes are quantitative and, so, commit themselves
to the concept of scientific measurement, the definition of measurement actually endorsed by most of them
is radically different”. Curiously, while science has applied techniques of measurement to every conceivable
phenomenon in the galaxy, very few scientists have pursued measurement itself as an area of investigation.
Too often the difficulty of applying a metric to intangible, qualitative values (such as “trustworthiness,” “drive”
or “charisma”) reduces their effect in decision making and shifts the emphasize to variables that can be measured
with a greater degree of confidence. At the end of the 19th century, Francis Galton stated “until the phenomena
of any branch of knowledge have been submitted to measurement and number, it cannot assume the status
and dignity of science” (Galton 1879). American psychologist James Mckeen Cattell stated that, “Psychology
cannot attain the certainty and exactness of the physical sciences unless it rests on a foundation of experiment
and measurement” (Cattell 1890). Galton’s firm pronouncement was based upon the work of his predecessors,
especially the Medieval scholar John Duns Scotus and the German philosopher Immanuel Kant. Indeed, the
availability of modern tools enable measurements that often confirm yesterday’s intuition. We need to look to
alternatives in order to better identify and use social capital.
Applying the same line of reasoning as done with psychometrics earlier, it is possible to develop a way to measure
social capital, thereby bringing the intangible into the sphere of the tangible. This would allow our society to
clearly identify many more aspects of trust. In fact, quantifying the intuition behind social capital empowers
us to apply rational analysis to it for decision making, bringing more semblances of clarity to governance. A
well-designed social metric would also have to harmonize with the fundamental problem of citizen-to-government
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communication. Since democracy is premised on governments making decisions on behalf of the populace, then
we must ask how communications technology could facilitate this. But we still have to consider how to measure
social capital. Stanley Smith Stevens, the preeminent Harvard psychologist, was a leading figure in developing
a theory of measurement that was unique to the social sciences. He first introduced his theory of measurement
in a 1946 article in the journal Science entitled “On the Theory of Scales of Measurement.” Stevens defined
measurement as “the assignment of numerals to objects or events according to some rule.” This definition
contested the established definition of measurement guiding other scientific pursuits as the ascertainment of
the weight, size, temperature (attributes, in brief) of some object or event by comparison to a standard unit.
This was highly unusual at the time, but is now very useful as it gives us a basis to proceed to measure the
unquantifiable. To understand Stevens’ peculiar definition of measurement in the human sciences requires an
understanding of his social context. Stevens’ definition of measurement was a response to the British Ferguson
Committee whose chair, A. Ferguson, was a physicist. The British Association for the Advancement of Science
appointed the committee in 1932 to investigate the possibility of quantifying sensory events. Stevens belonged
to a school of thought called logical positivism which attempted, in the tradition of Descartes, to exorcise all
unverifiable ideas from science. Because social impact is so difficult to measure, such qualitative factors are
often overlooked. Social dynamics are complex and non-linear; they may not be understood through rational
interpretation, assumptions, or single variable analyses. Ostrom and Ahn argue that, “Social capital, with only
a decade of history of empirical applications and attempts at measurement, does exhibit serious problems of
measurement. But the concept is firmly placed in the context of major empirical and theoretical puzzles related
to economic and political development. It would not be wise at all to dismiss the concept on the ground that it
is difficult to measure.” (Ostrom & Ahn 2003, p. XXXIV.)
In fact, many things that are difficult to measure, such as a human beings’ worth, still they are worthy of an
attempt. Currently, the prevailing method of measuring social capital is by using a standard set of questionnaires.
The “amount” of social capital in a given community is then extracted from the results of the questionnaire.
Different countries have different benchmark questionnaires that establish the value of the social capital. Some
examples of the Social Capital Measurement Guidelines include SOCAT (World Bank), International Social
Survey Program, Canadian Index of Wellbeing, Social Capital Index, and the Social Capital Measurement Tool
(SCMT) as well as many others. These have been selected as representative of the various ways that social
capital measurement is understood depending on context, scale, purpose, and scope. While the development of
these tools are to be applauded, insofar as it aims to create conversation surrounding social capital’s influence on
development, it does not go far enough toward formulating a detailed metric for social capital. The intangibility
of social capital poses an apparent obstacle, which we aim to overcome, but first let’s examine some conventional
approaches.
The term “social physics” was first coined by Auguste Comte and explores the parameters for collective human
behaviour and decision-making. Recently, it has been rediscovered by social science researcher Alex Pentland. Pentland’s work engages precisely “how social networks can make us smarter,” which is an insight also
being explored by urban planners and thinkers like Edward Glaeser, among others. Whether examining systems
at the cellular or molecular scale, or at the much larger social and civil scale, there are emergent laws and
constraints operating that shapeand in some cases determinethe interactions and dynamics of human individual
and collective behaviour, on the basis of evolutionary principles.
Many systems, including social systems are usefully represented as networks or graphs, collections of vertices
joined in pairs by edges. Conventional examples include the Internet and the world wide web, citation networks,
social networks, and biological and biochemical networks of various kinds. Although an old and well established
branch of study in mathematics and sociology, research on networks has in recent years attracted significant
attention from members of the physics community as well, who have successfully applied a variety of physical
ideas to the analysis and modeling of these systems . Most of the networks that have been studied in the physics
literature have been binary in nature; that is, the edges between vertices are either present or not. Such networks
can be represented by (0, 1) or binary matrices. A network with n vertices is represented by an n n adjacency
matrix A with elements Aij = 1 if i and j are connected, 0 otherwise. However, as has long been appreciated,
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many networks are intrinsically weighted, their edges having differing strengths. In a social network there may
be stronger or weaker social ties between individuals. In a metabolic network there may be more or less flux
along particular reaction pathways. In a food web there may be more or less energy or carbon flow between
predator-prey pairs. Edge weights in networks have, with some exceptions, received relatively little attention in
the physics literature for the excellent reason that in any field one is well advised to look at the simple cases first
(unweighted networks) before moving on to more complex ones (weighted networks). On the other hand, there
are many cases where edge weights are known for networks, and to ignore them is to throw out a lot of data that,
in theory at least, could help us to understand these systems better. Some of the types of mathematical models
used include generalizations of degree and eigenvector centrality, to the more complex, such as the proposal of a
new algorithm for detecting community structure in weighted networks. A weighted network can be represented
mathematically by an adjacency matrix with entries that are not simply zero or one, but are equal instead to
the weights on the edges.
On the other, for non-social networks, weights often refer to the function performed by ties, e.g., the carbon flow
(mg/m2 / day) between species in food webs (Luczkovich et al. 2003), the number of synapses and gap junctions
in neural networks (Watts & Strogatz 1998), or the amount of traffic flowing along connections in transportation
networks (Opsahl et al. 2008). By recording the strength of ties, a weighted network can be created (also known
as a valued network).
In the business world, there are numerous accounting practices provide an attempted measure of intellectual
capital in a consequentialist sense, as they provide measures of intellectual capital in terms of what it produces for
the company as compared to the tangible assets of the company. These methods hint at, but do not include, the
value that is added to a company by the expertise and experience of staff. Consider some of the following: ValueAdded Intellectual Coefficient (VAIC), Skandia Navigator, Intangible Assets Monitor, Economic Value Added
(EVA), and a variety of financial reporting and accounting standards, including Generally Accepted Accounting
Principles (GAAP), Accounting Standards for Private Enterprise (ASPE), and International Financial Reporting
Standards (IFRS) IAS (International Accounting Standard). All of these are insufficient attempts at measuring
the relationships between people. What is needed is the creation of a larger story, one that fills in the blanks
regarding social capital as manifest in the experiences of employees. In other words, it is a matter of connecting
individual stories of the workplace together, in an intelligible way, so that the larger story of the business becomes
one in which all employees participate, and tracing this to be fundamental to a business’s success. This is what
makes any business’s own social capital success story come alive. The first step, therefore, in uncovering this
story, or weaving it together, is in collecting the requisite data.
When we scale up into economics, delayed discounting is another accepted mathematical tool that represents
the intangible value of time. It is a time inconsistent model of discounting. The discounted utility approach of
intertemporal choices are no different from other choices, except that some consequences are delayed and hence
must be anticipated and discounted (i.e., reweighted to take into account the delay), e.g. given two similar
rewards, humans show a preference for one that arrives sooner rather than later. Humans are said to discount
the value of the later reward, by a factor that increases with the length of the delay. This process is traditionally
modeled in form of exponential discounting, a time-consistent model of discounting. Delay discounting is an
important phenomenon to study because it helps us understand how we make decisions on long term goals.
Delayed discounting can be applied to many fields such as financial investment, life choices, and politics. In
sustainability studies, it helps to explain ecological overshoot, because consumerism creates priorities that value
consuming resources today more than saving those resources for the next generation.
Since psychology is naturalized and biologized, this leads to another location for inspiration in networks and
nature sciences. When we measure psychology and physiology, we are measuring a biological system. Delay
discounting is a well-studied phenomenon in behavioral economics. It compares the value of rewards received
in the present with the same reward received in the future. Most species, humans included, devalue the present
value if the reward is only received sometime in the future. This is a value depreciation function over time that
is mathematically captured in a discount function.
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Some scientists have attempted to define mathematical relationships that describe delay discounting such as the
hyperbolic model, but the equations they choose can generate unpredictable results. The study “A Comparison
of Four Models of Delay Discounting in Humans“ compares four prominent models of delay discounting (a
psychometric): a one-parameter exponential decay, a one-parameter hyperbola (Mazur 1986), a two-parameter
hyperboloid in which the denominator is raised to a power (Green & Myerson 2004), and a two-parameter
hyperbola in which delay is raised to a power (Rachlin 2006). In the study, 64 college undergrad students were
asked to choose between hypothetical monetary rewards, one immediate and one delayed. The fit of these four
discounting models to their data was assessed. The authors found that the agreement between the four models
and the data was so good, especially with the Rachlin and Green and Myerson models, there was no way to
determine which model was the better one, leaving their flaws undiscovered.

Figure 2: Parameter estimates and fit statistics for the discounting functions (Eqs. 1 through 4). Values in
regular font are based on fits to the group median data depicted in graph; values in italics are the medians based
on fits to individual data. Source: McKerchar (2008)
Power laws exist whenever there is scale invariance (due to homogeneity of the law) and they are abundant
in Nature. The values of the exponents are universal, covering everything from earthquakes, to asteroid sizes,
metabolic rates, animal size, and word distribution in written text.
One would expect, on dimensional grounds, that the exponent, would be a multiple of 1/3, however it turns
out that it is a multiple of 1/4! This is where fractal aspects in Nature and self-similarity come into play. For
example, metabolic rates B of entire organisms, and cross-sectional areas of mammalian aortas and tree trunks
A scale as (Himann 2019).
3
B, A ∝ M 4
(1)
whereas rates of cellular metabolism, heart rate and maximal population growth scale as
1

bc , HR, Pmax ∝ M − 4
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(2)

Figure 3: The universal growth curve for various mammals and other animals in dimensionless parameters. This
is universal, applying to organisms, both endotherms and ectotherms, vertebrates and invertebrates. West et al.
(2001)
and times of blood circulation Tb , embryonic growth Teg , and life-span Tl scale as
1

Tb , Teg , Tl ∝ M 4
1

R ∝ M−4 e

− kET
b

(3)
(4)

where, interestingly, with kb as Boltzmann’s constant, E ≈ 0 : 65 eV for pretty much all biological processes!
This pattern connects all biological process from total number of heartbeats, to our suggestion of plausible metric
for social capital.
So, what of the metric? Social capital is surely a multi-dimensional concept, as it includes such things as trust,
bonding and bridging within and across groups, both informal and formal networks, and participation in greater
or lesser degrees in groups and communities that vary in their organizational structures. The measurement tool
we are searching for requires a design that can incorporate all the variables over a certain time, combine and
average all the weighted values. Humans are the measurement “tool”, a kind of computer, required to assess and
average all the social capital variables in real time. In the case of social capital, something apparently complex,
but elegant in its simplicity at bottom, is proposed. A form of measurement, or metric, that is participatory,
somewhat fluid, but otherwise intelligible.
The equation we propose for the measurement of social capital is one to be incorporated within a transferable
voting system where every transfer is defined as worth one unit of social capital. It is just such a system that
would provide a quantitative basis for social capital so as to become another salient form of fact, or data, in our
world that is so heavily influenced by the scientific method born of seventeenth century thinking. And yet, as is
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readily accepted, knowledge and science change and improve over time with new discoveries. What the advances
in science uncover is certain patterns and invariant relationships, or laws, across all forms of life.

Figure 4: Modified Delegative Democracy
The form of this metric is supported through logic and research. It makes sense that I trust a person and
that I would trust that person’s friend less than I trust that person. This is the beginning of a convergent
series as the degree of separation from the source of the trust increases. The trust increases less with each
successive person the vote is transferred to. The vote transfer has both a magnitude and direction, hence can
be represented as a vector. In the case of transferable voting, the vector is a measurement of the collective trust
in the directed network. It can also be interpreted as the collective quality of the final vote. This “delayed
discounting” convergent series has a maximum transfer of 3.57 people as mentioned earlier.
This is relevant for our purposes insofar as the logic of vote transference converges with the discipline of science
and its drive toward quantification, insofar as we begin to quantify trust: the sum of all steps, or transfers of
votes, can be formulated into an equation that produces a trust valuetrust follows along the
of diminishing
Plines
1
4 , where A is the
quarters as per “Newtons Laws
of
Biology”
also
known
as
“Kleibler’s
Law”.
Trust
=
A
+
e
P
original vote numeric and
is the sum total number of steps or transfers in a form of delayed discounting.
This is but one formula that can potentially provide a quantitative metric to quantify trust and developing a
field of social physics. Further developing this new science of social equations will open new vistas for analyzing
groups and companies for approaching the relational aspect of human life with a degree of mathematical accuracy.
Such developments in creative and technical thinking may soon offer ways of predicting erratic and undesirable
behavior, as well as preventing catastrophic or destructive patterns from unfolding.
In light of the aforementioned, the schemata of a proxy voting system, properly understood and undertaken,
offers a means by which to begin to measure social capital accurately, and thereby understand the method for
building and enhancing social capital. It likewise holds out the prospect for improving democratic economics at
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Figure 5: The total value of social capital value curve may change depending on the size of the group and the
cultural value placed on trust.

large. Proxy voting, also known as vote transferring, is different from the aforementioned questionnaire format.
Additionally, it makes participation easy and rewarding. The concept is simple, and therefore appealing. If an
eligible voter chooses to pass up the opportunity to vote, they in turn give their vote to someone else, someone
they deem more qualified, better equipped for the vote (i.e., with greater knowledge, experience, confidence,
etc.). This transfer of vote itself is precisely an instance of social capital: it exemplifies the very elements of
social capital, as the transfer emerges on the basis of an assumed relation between the one who transfers and
the one to whom it is transferred. Simply speaking, it is an outward display of trust, of participation, and the
execution of a relationship, or informal network. In terms of the story of social capital and a organization’s
success being told, vote transferring is the communication of this narrative. Thus, when a vote is transferred it
becomes more valuable, for all that is implied about social capital in the transfer itself. The transfer of a vote
is the creation of value, an act of added value, and one that may continue to increase as additional transfers
ensue. Any such transfer between voters is referred to as a unit of social capital.

Not only does a proxy voting system offer a window into the underlying story of social capital and a way to
measure it, but it also creates an environment where individuals are encouraged to be involved: it is a method of
increasing engagement, which is part of building greater social capital. The means meet the end; the instrument
is part of the objective. Individuals thus choose to participate in an election despite their potential lack of
knowledge, knowing that someone else’s expertise, experience, knowledge, and so on, can be advantageous to
the outcome of the election.
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4

Conclusion

The value of inserting various efficiency-related elements of human capital into a larger picture cannot be
overstated, for it brings life to a groups’ social capital success story. Because social capital plays such a critical
role in the success or failure of an organization and is currently unmeasured, it remains intangible, and therefore
misunderstood. Consequently, it becomes challenging to build it, enhance it, and apply it as an influential factor
in the success of an organization. By breaking down this multi-dimensional concept into a singular unit we are
able to access the metanarrative of social capital to tell a fuller story, and thereby increase its benefit for all
humankind.
Through this new metric, social capital is demystified and exemplified, in theory and in practice. By grasping a
quantitative aspect of social capital, its inherently qualitative properties are not undermined, but rather made
intelligible. And by considering social capital as a quantitative measure, to be analyzed alongside other scientific
data, its story can be told with the fullness merited. This new metric, one might suggest, thickens the plot of
social capital, and makes for a compelling and captivating story of human proportion.
An important objective for future research is to experimentally verify the findings presented within. The development of a vote transferring tool, TAGDit, is being tested and analyzed within various sized corporations
where the weight of social capital may be different. Corporations provide an ideal “closed system” where test
variables can be controlled.
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